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Small-batch sustainable 

cannabis, crafted in B.C.

Tantalus Labs is focused on producing exceptional 

cannabis with sustainable cultivation methods.
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To cultivate world-class cannabis, 

Tantalus Labs spent 4 years 

designing and building a unique 

greenhouse in the Fraser Valley 

near Vancouver, BC.

We call it SunLab¹.
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Selecting a cannabis phenotype for cultivation is a meticulous 

18 month process at our growing facility SunLab¹.

Our team of experts look for the best physical expressions of a 

strain to narrow down the selection. Traits like potency, aroma, 

bud structure and density, as well as plant resiliency and health 

are isolated throughout four rounds of grow cycles. We select 

cuttings from the best half of each round and use potency 

testing to help determine the best phenotypes to bring to 

market.

HOW WE GROW
RAINWATER

FULL SPECTRUM LIGHT

ELITE GENETICS + STRAIN SELECTION

petrocan
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Tantalus Labs pre-rolls 

are available in the same 

exclusive strains as our 

whole flower.

pre-rolls
Quality Ground Flower,  

Conveniently Pre-rolled.

Whole Bud, 

Pre-Rolled for You

Cannabis plants naturally 

produce buds of varying 

sizes. For a bud to make it 

into our flower packaging, it 

needs to be of a certain size. 

Smaller buds have the same 

cannabinoid and terpene 

profiles, but are just a smaller 

package. We use these 

smaller buds as input to our 

pre-roll products.
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our products
Unique genetics are thoughtfully curated from our 

seed bank of over 200 strains, along with in-house 

breeding, we’re on the hunt to cultivate the most 

sought after genetics available today.
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Pacific OG is a Sativa dominant hybrid, 

a Tantalus curation of Goji OG, bred 

from Nepali OG and Snow Lotus.

Nepali OG, aka Nepali Kush, is a long-lineage 

classic close to Tahoe OG that brings conical-

shaped buds and earthy notes of an OG aroma, 

while Snow Lotus lays an undercurrent of black 

cherry and subtle hints of liquorice. 

pacific
ogpacific

og

terpenes:

Myrcene

Linalool

Limonene

lineage:

nepali og

x

snow lotus

THC

20-27%

cbd

0-1%

tasting notes:

black cherry

licorice

classification:

sativa
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LA Kush Cake is a caked out hybrid 

strain bred from combining Kush 

Mints and Wedding Cake.

The Tantalus curation of LA Kush Cake was 

selected from a cake leaning phenotype during a 

larger than average seed hunt. It carries a classic 

OG taste of gas and diesel, along with subtle sour 

notes. The flower is dense green with hints of 

purple, and true to its name, large nugs are caked 

up with frost.

L.A.
KUSH CAKEL.A.

KUSH CAKE

lineage:

wedding cake

x

kush mints

tasting notes:

cream

gas

terpenes:

Caryophyllene

Limonene

Nerolidol

classification:

hybrid

THC

19-25%

cbd

0-1%
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More Cowbell is a hybrid cross of 

GSC and 88/G13 Hash Plant.

More Cowbell delivers a balance between the 

traits of both hash plant and GSC. This cultivar 

provides large dense buds with a pointed 

silhouette, and contains above average resin 

content to provide a hashy, cookie flavour with 

undertones of gas.

more
cowbellmore

cowbell

lineage:

gsc

x

‘88 g13

tasting notes:

cookie

tart

hash

terpenes:

caryophyllene

limonene 

myrcene

classification:

hybrid

THC

23-29%

cbd

0-1%
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Sunset Sherbert is a potent indica 

strain, bred from crossing the 

popular GSC (Girl Scout Cookies) and 

Pink Panties.
Tantalus’ Sunset Sherbert is unique because it’s a 

backcross (BX1). It was crossed and then bred back 

with the original Sunset Sherbert strain, to achieve a 

further stabilized expression of the desired traits. These 

traits include a sweet sugar aroma mixed with berries 

and gas, along with dense frosted nugs in a rainbow of 

purple, green, and orange colour.

sunset
sherbertsunset

sherbert

lineage:

gsc

x

pink panties

tasting notes:

sweet

grape

gas

terpenes:

Caryophyllene

Cederene

Limonene

classification:

indica-hybrid

THC

20-26%

cbd

0-1%
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Wedding Crashers is a potent, Indica-

dominant Wedding Cake cross and 

a staple in the trend of dessert 

strains.

The flower is predominantly dark green with often 

purple hues with a smoke that is smooth with 

hints of floral and forest. 

lineage:

indica leaning 

wedding cake 

cross

tasting notes:

fuel

citrus

herbal

terpenes:

Caryophyllene 

Limonene

Germacrene 

classification:

indica

THC

20-26%

cbd

0-1%
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wedding
crasherswedding

crashers 



Sweet and smooth, Blackberry Cream 

is a strong indica from a celebrated 

lineage. 
Blackberry Kush crossed with Cookies and Cream 

give this cultivar its silky, berry scent with a hint 

of spicy hash. This plant grows small and bushy 

reminiscent of its Kush heritage, producing dark 

green buds that are notoriously resinous. Usually a 

top-performing cultivar for hash makers, Blackberry 

Cream is known for its trichome coverage and 

decadent aromas. 

blackberry
creamblackberry

cream

lineage:

blackberry kush

x

cookies and ceram

tasting notes:

sweet

cream

berry

terpenes:

myrcene

limonene

caryophylene

classification:

indica-hybrid

THC

21-25%

cbd

0-1%
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Black Diamond is a nearly pure indica 

known for producing highly potent 

flowers with dense conical shaped 

buds. 
The genetic expression leans towards its Triangle 

Kush parent, which can be traced back to the 

legendary breeders of the Florida Everglades. The 

other parent is ‘88 G13 Hash Plant, which gives 

Black Diamond its frosted forest appearance, 

powerful Kush aroma and subtle vanilla overtones. 

black
diamondblack

diamond

lineage:

triangle kush

x

‘88 g13 hash plant

tasting notes:

gas

hash

vanilla

terpenes:

nerolidol

mercene

caryophylene

classification:

indica-hybrid

THC

21-27%

cbd

0-1%
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Coastal S.a.g.e from Tantalus Labs is 

a sativa dominant hybrid and a cross 

between Zeta (OG Kush x S.A.G.E.) and 

Sour Diesel. 

Coastal S.A.G.E produces large resinous 

buds with hues of earth green and gold. With 

terpinolene as the dominant terpene, this cultivar 

expresses lush flavours of lime and fuel. Zesty, 

potent, and powerful, Coastal S.A.G.E is a unique 

offering for sativa-hybrid lovers.

coastal
s.a.g.ecoastal

s.a.g.e

lineage:

zeta

x

sour diesel

tasting notes:

lime

fuel

spice

terpenes:

Terpinolene

Caryophyllene

Limonene

classification:

sativa-hybrid

THC

20-26%

cbd

0-1%
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CBD specific genetics for those 

seeking benefits of high CBD with 

low to no psychoactive effects.

Cannatonic is the result of crossbreeding Reina 

Madre with New York City Diesel (NYCD), 

which provides varied phenotypes ranging from 

high THC to high CBD. Tantalus selected our 

Cannatonic to target a 1:18 cannabinoid profile, 

reflecting the desired ratio for CBD enthusiasts.

Expect this 50/50 indica sativa cross to have 

dense resin coated buds showcasing notes of 

citrus and pine.

cannatoniccannatonic

lineage:

mk ultra

x

g13 haze

tasting notes:

citrus

pine

terpenes:

bisabolol

caryophyellene

Guaiol

classification:

cbd-sativa

THC

0-1%

cbd

10-18%
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The genetic makeup of this plant is a 

patchwork of 1970’s Columbian, Thai, 

and Nepali influences which creates 

a sativa leaning plant.

Tantalus selected from the diverse genetic 

heritage and expression of this plant, to provide 

a balanced THC and CBD profile. Our Harlequin 

combines the original Harlequin strain, crossed 

with The Ox, resulting in a 1:2 THC/CBD, go 

anywhere strain.

harlequinharlequin

lineage:

columbian gold

x

nepali landrace

tasting notes:

cherry

citrus

honey

terpenes:

Caryophyllene

Pinene

Bisabolol

classification:

cbd-sativa

THC

2-6%

cbd

5-11%
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This flower is Sativa leaning, with 

sweet blueberry frosting, suitable for 

euphoric and calming daytime use.

The Tantalus Labs Blue Dream was selected from 

traditional genetics and crossed to increase the bud 

structure and frost while maintaining the expected 

fruitful taste. First developed in California, it has 

become a West Coast staple since its introduction.

blue
dreamblue

dream

lineage:

blueberry

x

og kush

tasting notes:

berry

sweet

sugar

terpenes:

Myrcene

Pinene

Caryophyllene

classification:

sativa

THC

16-20%

cbd

0-1%
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Kush Punch pre-rolls bring a potent 

smoke with flavours of smooth 

vanilla and sweet fruit.

Made from some of our highest-THC cultivars, we 

use whole-buds that have been carefully selected 

for flavour and potency. Strong THC potency 

paired with sustainably sourced packaging 

provides an ideal 7 pack of pre-rolls to-go.

kush
punchkush

punch

lineage:

high thc 

cultivars

tasting notes:

sweet

fruity

herbal

terpenes:

various

inputs

classification:

indica-hybrid

THC

18-24%

cbd

0-1%
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coastal s.a.g.e
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slurri crasher
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@tantalus_labs
@teamtantalus

tantaluslabs.com


